B DISPOSABLE GLOVES—AT8982
DESCRIPTION AND USE

1. GENERAL

1.01 This section covers the description and use of the B disposable glove—AT8982 provided for the protection of employees when they handle encapsulants, plugging compounds, duct sealing compounds, and cleaning solvents.

1.02 When this section is reissued, the reasons for reissue will be listed in this paragraph.

2. DESCRIPTION

2.01 The B disposable glove is a textured plastic glove designed for use on either hand. This glove is furnished only in the large size as shown in Fig. 1.

3. USE

3.01 The B disposable glove is to be used to provide protection to the hands for short term exposure to chemical compounds such as encapsulants, plugging compounds, duct sealing compounds, and cleaning solvents.

4. ORDERING INFORMATION

4.01 The B disposable gloves are packed in quantities of 100 per box. The box contains a removable center slot for access and convenient glove removal. Order wording is as follows:

(Quantity) pkg.—Glove, Disposable, B pkg of 100